
THE BUMPER BOOK OF

CLASSIC STORIES
& SPARKLY LOOKS



Two of the things we love doing most are dressing 
up and getting lost in a good book – so this season 
we’ve decided to do both and celebrate our favourite 

characters from some of our best loved stories!

Our Autumn/Winter collection has a range of 
perfectly crafted accessories to help you get into 
character – from wands and wings that will help 
you summon your inner fairy (or scary witch!) to 
animal print clips and ponies to let you go wild. 
And of course, it’s all made with our trademark 
practicality in mind. So whatever you’re doing right 

now, settle down and cosy up...

It’s time for a Mimi & Lula story...
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                   hen Dorothy awoke that morning,  
                  she never could have dreamed 
           that soon, she would be whisked away...  
W  



        ...to a Wizard’s magical kingdom,
where pretty flowers covered the ground and 
     butterflies filled the skies with colour.

There's no place  

     like home, but 

there's no place 

   like a sparkly 

palace either! 



                 orning magic studies at the                    prestigious School for Wizards       usually ended with mischief and mayhem...  

M  

Now, did I
  remember to pack  
  my live toad?



                drop of fairy magic was urgently
                  needed to help Peter and the gang
     defeat the Captain (and his mean crocodile).
A  

I 'm so happy

 I don't have to 

wear that funny

   green hat!



Soon all manner  

   of beautiful  

 winged creatures   

 fluttered through 

the night air. . .
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Is it just  

  me, or is my

bow starting

  to change

  colour? 

                 o sooner had Alice taken a sip of  
                  the delicious tasting tea, than very 
            peculiar things began to happen...  
N  



Now, if only

  I can find a

looking-glass

  to inspect

how I look!

  Not only her pretty bow, but the entire  
room around her began to turn from one 
          dazzling colour to another!



                nce the animals had declared her
                         their queen, it was time for the  
                wild celebrations to begin...
O  

 I hope my crown

stays on while

  I'm swinging

 in the trees!



            he little prince sat all alone on
                    the planet, contemplating the
     twinkly stars that lit up the night sky...
T 

  Now those are

   shooting stars

  that I REALLY

 want to catch! 



The constellations  

   made sparkling  

patterns of   

  shape and colour. . .



                nly the warmth and kindness of a
                    small child, had the power to melt  
             the Snow Queen’s icy cold heart...
O  

I 'm trying

really hard not

to smile! 



Sadly all good stories must end, but before we run off to live happily ever after,  
let’s give a beanstalk sized thanks to Bonnie van Geel for her amazing photos & 
styling and to Pepper van Leeuwen, the heroine (and model) of our fairytale! For 

more information about our products or advice on how to walk daintily with a heavy 
storybook on your head, just contact Natasha or Nic @mimiandlula.co.uk
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